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The Length of Time
H. A. NOYES,

to Tncubate Petri Plates.

Edwin Voigt and

J.

D. Luckett, Purdue University.

Investigations of the steps entering into the plate method for the

enumeration of the number of bacteria present in soil are few. So little
agreement was observed in the procedures followed in different soil bacteriology laboratories that investigations were undertaken in this station
to develop a reasonably accurate technic for the bacteriological

examThe present paper gives data in support of the ten-day
period of incubation at 20° C. for soil plates. The work was done jointly
with that on methods of sampling soil for bacteriological analysis" and
the number of colonies satisfactory for a petri plate." Among the soil
ination of

soils.'

factors considered in connection with the length of time to incubate
plates were the kind of

soil, the nature of its flora, temperature when
sampled, the uniformity of sampling, the moisture content, and the con-

dition of aeration.
It wds early decided ihat probably the chief reason ivhy confidence
lacking in the significance of plate counts is because the organisuis
have not usually been given the proper chance to develop into colonies.

is

has been prepared to show how differently organisms develop
under diffeient periods of incubation. The technic followed
was that previously desci'ibed,' and the figures are based on the average
of three plates in each case.
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The variations between the per cent of the colonies that developed
from 7.4 to 43.4 per cent for the three days' incubation, 34.5 to 88.4
per cent for the five days' incubation, and from 53.6 to 100.0 per cent
for the seven days' incubation. The figures are taken from the 1-400,000
bacterial dilutions, where the number of colonies was small enough to
allow for all organisms to develop into colonies.
The plates for the
1-40,000 bacterial dilutions in many cases had too many organisms for
satisfactory counts, and this is shown in the general averages for this
dilution as compared to those for the 1-400,000 bacterial dilution.
The
cropping system, the aeration of the soil and soil temperature very
evidently influence the rate at which the organisms of soil develop into
is

discernable colonies on petri plates.

One contention

for the use of the bacteriologist's soil sampler"

was

sampled the soil accurately to the depth desired and kept the
sample under field conditions of aeration until analyzed. Table II gives
data showing how the methods of sampling can be compared by the
relative distribution of the rapid and slow growing organisms present
that

it

in the different samples.
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This test showed:
1.

That the organisms present

in this

packed sodded land were

principally slow growers.
2.

That the uniformity of the development of colonies varied with
the method by which the samples were drawn.

We have found by numerous tests that the number of organisms
found in sodded soil at or below a depth of four inches is much less
than nearer the surface; and, further, it has been observed that those
organisms occurring at the lower depths do not usually multiply as
The
rapidly on aerobic plates as those occurring nearer the surface.
samples procured with the bacteriologist's soil sampler evidently had
near their proper proportions of slowly multiplying organisms.
•

In testing out the quantities of soil necessary for bacteriological
examinations some tests were made with air-dry samples to show that
even when samples were unified by air-drying a large quantity was
necessary for accurate results.
Table III gives the development of
colonies after different periods of incubation on air-dry soil sieved to
pass 1 millimeter, while Table IV gives results secured on the same
sample of air-dry soil when further unified by using only that portion
passing a sixty-mesh sieve.
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Summary.
Counts made after ten days' incubation at 20° C. of petri

made from

bacterial

plates,

give reliable results as to the
bacterial content of the soil, providing the number of colonies present
per plate is small enough for all organisms to develop into colonies.
The rapidity with which bacteria develop into colonies has been
dilutions

shown to vary with the
moisture and aeration.

soil,

of

and

soil,

to be influenced

by

soil

temperature,

Much of the lack of confidence in results obtained by the plate method
due to having too many colonies present per plate^ and not allowing
sufficient time of incubation of the petri plates.
is

